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Chapter 13The Multivariate GaussianIn this hapter we present some basi fats regarding the multivariate Gaussian distribution. Wedisuss the two major parameterizations of the multivariate Gaussian|the moment parameteriza-tion and the anonial parameterization, and we show how the basi operations of marginalizationand onditioning are arried out in these two parameterizations. We also disuss maximum likeli-hood estimation for the multivariate Gaussian.13.1 ParameterizationsThe multivariate Gaussian distribution is ommonly expressed in terms of the parameters � and�, where � is an n� 1 vetor and � is an n� n, symmetri matrix. (We will assume for now that� is also positive de�nite, but later on we will have oasion to relax that onstraint). We havethe following form for the density funtion:p(xj�;�) = 1(2�)n=2j�j1=2 exp��12(x� �)T��1(x� �)� ; (13.1)where x is a vetor in <n. The density an be integrated over volumes in <n to assign probabilitymass to those volumes.The geometry of the multivariate Gaussian is essentially that assoiated with the quadrati formf(x) = 12(x � �)T��1(x � �) in the exponent of the density. Reall our disussion in Chapter 6,where we showed that a quadrati form f(x) is a paraboloid with level surfaes, i.e, surfaes ofthe form f(x) =  for �xed , being ellipsoids oriented along the eigenvetors of the matrix �.Now note that the exponential, exp(�), is a salar funtion that leaves the geometrial features ofthe quadrati form intat. That is, for any x lying on an ellipsoid f(x) = , we obtain the valueexpf�g. The maximum value of the exponential is 1, obtained at x = � where f(x) = 0. Theparaboloid f(x) inreases to in�nity as we move away from x = �; thus we obtain a \bump" in(n+1){dimensional spae entered at x = �. The level surfaes of the Gaussian bump are ellipsoidsoriented along the eigenvetors of �.The fator in front of the exponential in Eq. 13.1 is the normalization fator that ensures thatthe density integrates to one. To show that this fator is orret, we make use of the diagonalization3



4 CHAPTER 13. THE MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIANof ��1. Diagonalization yields a produt of n univariate Gaussians whose standard deviations arethe eigenvalues of �. When we integrate, eah of these univariate Gaussians ontributes a fatorp2��i to the normalization, where �i is the ith eigenvalue of �. Reall that the determinant of amatrix is the produt of its eigenvalues to obtain the result. (We ask the reader to �ll in the detailsof this derivation in Exerise ??).As in the univariate ase, the parameters � and � have a probabilisti interpretation as themoments of the Gaussian distribution. In partiular, we have the important result:� = E(x) (13.2)� = E(x� �)(x� �)T : (13.3)We will not bother to derive this standard result, but will provide a hint: diagonalize and appealto the univariate ase.Although the moment parameterization of the Gaussian will play a prinipal role in our subse-quent development, there is a seond parameterization|the anonial parameterization|that willalso be important. In partiular, expanding the quadrati form in Eq. 13.1, and de�ning anonialparameters: � = ��1 (13.4)� = ��1�; (13.5)we obtain: p(xj�;�) = exp�a+ �Tx� 12xT�x� ; (13.6)where a = �1=2(n log(2�)� log j�j+�T��) is the normalizing onstant in this representation. Theanonial parameterization is also sometimes referred to as the information parameterization.We an also onvert from anonial parameters to moment parameters:� = ��1� (13.7)� = ��1: (13.8)Moment parameters and anonial parameters are useful in di�erent irumstanes. As we willsee, di�erent kinds of transformations are more readily arried out in one representation or theother.13.2 Joint distributionsSuppose that we partition the n � 1 vetor x into a p� 1 subvetor x1 and a q � 1 subvetor x2,where n = p+ q. Form orresponding partitions of the � and � parameters:� = � �1�2 � � = � �11 �12�21 �22 � ; (13.9)



13.3. PARTITIONED MATRICES 5We an write a joint Gaussian distribution for x1 and x2 using these partitioned parameters:p(xj�;�) = 1(2�)(p+q)=2j�j1=2 exp(�12 � x1 � �1x2 � �2 �T � �11 �12�21 �22 ��1� x1 � �1x2 � �2 �) (13.10)This partitioned form of the joint distribution raises a number of questions. In partiular, wean equally well form partitioned versions of � and � and express the joint distribution in theanonial parameterization; is there any relationship between the partitioned form of these tworepresentations? Also, what do the bloks in the partitioned forms have to do with the marginaland onditional probabilities of x1 and x2?These questions all involve the manipulation of the quadrati forms in the exponents of theGaussian densities; indeed, the underlying algebrai problem is that of \ompleting the square" ofquadrati forms. In the next setion, we disuss an algebra that provides a general solution to theproblem of \ompleting the square."13.3 Partitioned matriesOur �rst result in this setion is to show how to blok diagonalize a partitioned matrix. A numberof useful results ow from this operation, inluding an expliit expression for the inverse of apartitioned matrix.Consider a general partitioned matrix:M = � E FG H � ; (13.11)where we assume that both E and H are invertible. (Our results an be generalized beyondthis setting). To invert this matrix, we follow a similar proedure to that of diagonalization. Inpartiular, we wish to blok diagonalize the matrix. We wish to put a blok of zeros in plae of Gand a blok of zeros in plae of F .To zero out the upper-right-hand orner of M , note that it suÆes to premultiply the seondblok olumn of M by a \blok row vetor" having elements I and �FH�1. Similarly, to zeroout the lower-left-hand orner of M , if suÆes to postmultiply the seond row of M by a \blokolumn vetor" having elements I and �H�1G. The magial fat is that these two operationsdo not interfere with eah other; thus we an blok diagonalize M by doing both operations. Inpartiular, we have:� I �FH�10 I � � E FG H � � I 0�H�1G I � = � E � FH�1G 00 H � : (13.12)The orretness of this deomposition an be veri�ed diretly.We de�ne the Shur omplement of the matrix M with respet to H, denoted M=H, as theterm E �FH�1G that appears in the blok diagonal matrix. It is not diÆult to show that M=His invertible.



6 CHAPTER 13. THE MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIANWe now take the inverse of both sides of Eq. 13.12. Note that in a matrix expression of theform XY Z = W inverting both sides yields Y �1 = ZW�1X; this implies that we don't need toexpliitly invert the blok triangular matries in Eq. 13.12 (although this is easily done). Note alsothat the inverse of a blok diagonal matrix is the diagonal matrix of the inverse of its bloks. Thuswe have: � E FG H ��1 = � I 0�H�1G I � � (M=H)�1 00 H�1 � � I �FH�10 I � (13.13)= � (M=H)�1 �(M=H)�1FH�1�H�1G(M=H)�1 H�1 +H�1G(M=H)�1FH�1 � ; (13.14)whih expresses the inverse of a partitioned matrix in terms of its bloks.We an also apply the determinant operator to both sides of Eq. 13.12. The blok triangularmatries learly have a determinant of one; thus we obtain another important result:jM j = jM=HjjHj: (13.15)(This result makes the hoie of notation for the Shur omplement seem quite natural!)We are not yet �nished. Note that we ould alternatively have deomposed the matrix M interms of E and M=E, yielding the following expression for the inverse:� E FG H ��1 = � E�1 +E�1F (M=E)�1GE�1 �E�1F (M=E)�1�(M=E)�1GE�1 (M=E)�1 � : (13.16)These two expressions for the inverse of M (Eq. 13.14 and Eq. 13.16) must be the same, thus wean set the orresponding bloks equal to eah other. This yields:(E � FH�1G)�1 = E�1 +E�1F (H �GE�1F )�1GE�1 (13.17)and (E � FH�1G)�1FH�1 = E�1F (H �GE�1F )�1 (13.18)Both Eq. 13.17, whih is generally referred to as the \matrix inversion lemma," and Eq. 13.18 arequite useful in transformations involving Gaussian distributions. They allow expressions involvingthe inverse of E to be onverted into expressions involving the inverse of H and vie versa.13.4 Marginalization and onditioningWe now make use of our blok diagonalization results to develop general formulas for the keyoperations of marginalization and onditioning in the multivariate Gaussian setting. We presentresults for both the moment parameterization and the anonial parameterization.Our goal is to split the joint distribution Eq. 13.10 into a marginal probability for x2 and aonditional probability for x1 aording to the fatorization p(x1; x2) = p(x1jx2)p(x2). Fousing



13.4. MARGINALIZATION AND CONDITIONING 7�rst on the exponential fator, we make use of Eq. 13.12:exp(�12 � x1 � �1x2 � �2 �T � �11 �12�21 �22 ��1� x1 � �1x2 � �2 �)= exp(�12 � x1 � �1x2 � �2 �T � I 0���122 �21 I � � (�=�22)�1 00 ��122 � � I ��12��1220 I �� x1 � �1x2 � �2 �)= exp��12(x1 � �1 � �12��122 (x2 � �2))T (�=�22)�1(x1 � �1 � �12��122 (x2 � �2))�� exp��12(x2 � �2)T��122 (x2 � �2)� : (13.19)We next exploit Eq. 13.15 to split the normalization into two fators:1(2�)(p+q)=2j�j1=2 = 1(2�)(p+q)=2(j�=�22jj�22j)1=2 (13.20)= � 1(2�)p=2j�=�22j1=2�� 1(2�)q=2j�22j1=2� (13.21)To see that we have ahieved our goal of fatorizing the joint distribution into the produt ofa marginal distribution and a onditional distribution, note that if we group the �rst fator inEq. 13.19 with the �rst fator in Eq. 13.21 we obtain a normalized Gaussian in the variable x1.Integrating with respet to x1, these fators disappear and the remaining fators must thereforerepresent the marginal distribution of x2:p(x2) = 1(2�)q=2j�=�22j1=2 exp��12(x2 � �2)T��122 (x2 � �2)� : (13.22)Given this result, we are now liensed to interpret the fators that were integrated over as theonditional probability p(x1jx2):p(x1jx2) = 1(2�)p=2j�22j1=2 exp��12(x1 � �1 � �12��122 (x2 � �2))T (�=�22)�1(x1 � �1 � �12��122 (x2 � �2))�(13.23)To summarize our results, let (�m2 ;�m2 ) denote the moment parameters of the marginal distri-bution of x2, and let (�1j2;�1j2) denote the moment parameters of the onditional distribution ofx1 given x2. Eq. 13.22 and Eq. 13.23 yield the following expressions for these parameters:Marginalization: �m2 = �2 (13.24)�m2 = �22 (13.25)Conditioning: �1j2 = �1 +�12��122 (x2 � �2) (13.26)�1j2 = �11 � �12��122 �21 (13.27)



8 CHAPTER 13. THE MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIANWe an also express the marginalization and onditioning operations in the anonial parameter-ization. The results an be obtained diretly from the joint distribution, or indiretly by onvertingfrom the results for the moment parameterization. In any ase, the results|whih we ask thereader to derive in Exerise ??|are as follows:Marginalization: �m2 = �2 � �21��111 �1 (13.28)�m2 = �22 � �21��111 �12 (13.29)Conditioning: �1j2 = �1 � �12x2 (13.30)�1j2 = �11 (13.31)Note that the marginalization operation is simple in the moment parameterization and ondi-tioning is ompliated, whereas the opposite holds in the anonial parameterization.13.5 Maximum likelihood estimationLet us now suppose that we have an independently, identially distributed data setD = fx1; x2; : : : ; xNgsampled from a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We want to estimate the parameters of thedistribution via maximum likelihood.We form the log likelihood funtion by taking the logarithm of the produt of N Gaussians:l(�;� j D) = �N2 log j�j � 12 NXi=1(xi � �)T��1(xi � �): (13.32)Taking the derivative with respet to � is straightforward:�l�� = NXi=1(xi � �)T��1; (13.33)and setting to zero we obtain a pleasant result:�̂ = 1N NXi=1 xi: (13.34)That is, the maximum likelihood estimate of the mean is the sample mean.We now turn to the more hallenging problem of omputing the maximum likelihood estimateof the ovariane matrix. Although the tools that we require to solve this problem are inevitablysomewhat tehnial, they are important, and will reappear on several oasions later in the text.



13.5. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 9Letting l(� j D) denote those terms in the log likelihood that are a funtion of �, we obtain:l(� j D) = �N2 log j�j � 12Xn (xn � �)T��1(xn � �): (13.35)We need to take the derivative with respet to � and set to zero. To alulate this derivative werequire a short detour.13.5.1 Traes and derivativesThe trae of a square matrix A is de�ned to be the sum of the diagonal elements aii of A:tr[A℄ ,Xi aii (13.36)An important property possessed by the trae is its invariane under ylial permutations of matrixproduts: tr[ABC℄ = tr[CAB℄ = tr[BCA℄; (13.37)where A, B and C are arbitrary matries whose dimensions are onformal and are suh that theprodut ABC (and therefore the other two produts) is a square matrix. This result is easilyestablished by writing out the matrix produts expliitly.Our interest in the trae is due to its usefulness in alulating derivatives of quadrati forms.In partiular, we need to take the derivative of an expression of the form xTAx with respet to thematrix A. There is a \trik" involving the trae that makes suh alulations easy. We write:xTAx = tr[xTAx℄ = tr[xxTA℄ (13.38)where the �rst equality follows from the fat that xTAx is a salar. We see that we an alulatederivatives of quadrati forms by alulating derivatives of traes.Let us alulate the derivative of tr[BA℄ with respet to A. We write out the matrix produtexpliitly and alulate the partial with respet to a matrix element aij :��aij tr[AB℄ = ��aij Xk Xl aklblk (13.39)= bji; (13.40)whih shows that ��A tr[BA℄ = BT : (13.41)We an now use this result to alulate the derivative of the quadrati form xTAx:��AxTAx = ��A tr[xxTA℄ = [xxT ℄T = xxT ; (13.42)whih is the outer produt of the vetor x with itself.



10 CHAPTER 13. THE MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIAN13.5.2 Determinants and derivativesFrom Eq. (13.35) we see that we also need to take the derivative of the logarithm of a determinant.In this setion we establish the following result:��A log jAj = A�T ; (13.43)whih together with the result on traes will allow us to solve our estimation problem.To establish the result, note that: ��aij log jAj = 1jAj ��aij jAj (13.44)and reall the formula for the matrix inverse:A�1 = 1jAj ~A; (13.45)where ~A is the matrix of ofators. This shows that we need only establish the following result:��aij jAj = ~A: (13.46)The determinant of a square matrix A an be expanded as follows (this formula is often takenas the de�nition of the determinant): jAj =Xj (�1)i+jaijMij (13.47)whereMij is the minor assoiated with matrix element aij (the determinant of the matrix obtainedby removing the ith row and jth olumn of A). Note that this formula holds for arbitrary i.Given that aij does not appear in any of the minors in the sum, the derivative of jAj withrespet to aij is just (�1)i+jMij . But the matrix of these values is simply the transpose of thematrix of ofators.13.5.3 Maximum likelihood estimate of �With these two results in hand, we return to the problem of alulating the maximum likelihoodestimate of the ovariane matrix �.We use the trae trik to ope with the quadrati form:l(� j D) = �N2 log j�j � 12Xn (xn � �)T��1(xn � �) (13.48)= N2 log j��1j � 12Xn tr[(xn � �)T��1(xn � �)℄ (13.49)= N2 log j��1j � 12Xn tr[(xn � �)(xn � �)T��1℄; (13.50)



13.6. HISTORICAL REMARKS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY 11where we have also used the fat that the determinant of the inverse of a matrix is the inverse ofthe determinant.We now take the derivative with respet to the matrix ��1:�l���1 = N2 �� 12Xn (xn � �)(xn � �)T : (13.51)Finally, setting to zero yields the maximum likelihood estimator:�̂ML = 1N Xn (xn � �̂ML)(xn � �̂ML)T ; (13.52)whih is the expeted result.This result also allows us to obtain maximum likelihood estimates for the anonial parameters:�̂ = �̂�1ML (13.53)�̂ = �̂�1ML�̂ML; (13.54)where we have used the fat that maximum likelihood estimates are invariant to hanges in param-eterization (see Exerise ??).There is muh more to say about maximum likelihood estimation for the multivariate Gaussian.In partiular, it is signi�antly more interesting to obtain estimates of � when we have onstraintson �, for example a onstraint that requires that ertain elements of � are zero. Indeed, as we willsee in Chapter ??, this is a rather natural onstraint in the world of graphial models.13.6 Historial remarks and bibliography[setion yet to be written℄.


